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Abstract

This report describes the software prototype for the integration of ontology with expert system: requirements, the design, and the implementation of the prototype. The prototype is based on such tools and platforms as: Protégé, CLIPS, and Perl/Tk. The detail description of these tools and their integration in the prototype are presented in this report.

The prototype uses ontology as knowledge representation model. This made possible to solve the problem of semantic consistency, since ontology define notation for the knowledge domain. Views on ontology specification are shared with Kitamura and Mizoguchi [Kitamura and Mizoguchi, 2004]. They specify ontology as a set of concepts with informal definitions, a set of relations holding among these concepts not limited to hierarchical ones (is-a and part-of), and a set of axioms to formalize the definitions and relations.

Protégé ontology editor is used to design the ontology, create instances of classes, and set values of attributes. An example of ontology development is presented in the report. The ontology design methodology is adapted, presented and applied.

CLIPS is a powerful inference engine and programming language developed by NASA. An inference engine derives answers from a knowledge base. CLIPS is the unique language because it combines the properties of declarative (e.g. Prolog, LISP) and procedural (e.g. C++, Java, VB) programming languages. In a declarative programming paradigm a set of attributes that a solution should have are specified rather than set of steps to obtain such a solution as in a procedural programming paradigm. So, there are three ways to represent knowledge in CLIPS: rules (declarative way), functions (procedural way), and object-oriented programming.

CLIPS has been designed for integration with other languages such as C and Ada. This feature of CLIPS is used in the prototype to connect CLIPS and Perl/Tk.

Perl/Tk is an interpreted scripting language for making programs with Graphical User Interfaces (GUI). This language is suitable for rapid application development. Perl/Tk has a huge library of ready to use GUI elements. Since Perl/Tk is a part of Perl language, so it is possible to call a Perl function from GUI. It is important here because Perl text manipulation capabilities are used in the prototype.

The main results are the adapted methodology for ontology design, the test ontology building, logic rules written in CLIPS, GUI implemented in Perl/Tk. The prototype development shows that integration of the ontology editor with inference engine based on high level programming language (Protégé, CLIPS, and Perl, respectively) is successful union.
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1. Introduction

The purpose of the designed system is to integrate ontology and expert system. The test ontology describes parts of an automobile engine and requirements and constraints between these parts. The main function of the system is to provide a tool that allows users (design engineers) to define engine parts and relations between them, to fill properties of these parts, to test different parts of the model (e.g. compatibility tests).

The prototype has the following requirements:

- **Design support.** The management of ontology data is based on expert knowledge. The system has to present the ability to develop and manage the requirements and constraints.
- **Semantic consistency.** Different users can use different notation, terms, definitions to describe the same concept, while global constraints have to bind them.

The first requirement “design support” is based on expert knowledge and is satisfied in the prototype with the help of the rule-based expert system CLIPS and the ontology editor Protégé. Expert knowledge is stored in the form of an ontology (e.g. parts of engine, properties of these parts) and a set of rules (e.g. compatibility of different parts).

An ontology using solves the problem of “semantic consistency”, since ontology define notation for the given knowledge domain. The prototype uses ontology as knowledge representation model. Views on ontology specification are shared with Kitamura and Mizoguchi [Kitamura and Mizoguchi, 2004]. They specify ontology as a set of concepts with informal definitions, a set of relations holding among these concepts not limited to hierarchical ones (is-a and part-of), and a set of axioms to formalize the definitions and relations.

The prototype accumulates merits of such tools and platforms as: Protégé, CLIPS, and Perl/Tk. Protégé is an ontology editor with rich visual interface. At the same time CLIPS is a powerful inference engine. It is possible to manage objects and relations of ontology classes and instances (created in Protégé) by CLIPS rules.

The graphical user interface (GUI) gives to user possibilities to work with ontology data and run CLIPS rules and functions. GUI part of the prototype was developed at the basis of Perl/Tk.

The use case diagram (Figure 1) shows that three roles play in the prototype. Fist, an ontology engineer works with Protégé ontology editor. S/he designs the ontology, creates classes, assigns attributes to classes, and defines relations between classes. Second, domain expert (and CLIPS programmer) creates CLIPS rules and functions to treat ontology data. Thus, ontology data and rules are used together in CLIPS to derive answers. Third, user (e.g. designer) works with this ontology-based expert system via GUI, rather than CLIPS command line mode.
Thus the using of CLIPS and Protégé in the prototype defines several roles of users (ontology engineer, user/designer, domain expert) which work with:

- ontology classes, attributes of classes and relations between classes in Protégé (ontology engineer);
- rules, functions, and messages in CLIPS (domain expert);
- instances of ontology classes, values of attributes in Protégé (user/designer);
- special requests (search, test, etc.) using objects of classes Component and Requirement in the prototype (user/designer).

The next section introduces platforms used in the prototype: CLIPS and Perl/Tk. Third section presents the prototype — from project requirements and the adapted ontology design methodology till GUI details. Forth section discusses a future work.

2. Prototype Prerequisites

This section describes several of used tools (CLIPS, Perl, and Perl/Tk) in the prototype development.

2.1. CLIPS — Expert System

CLIPS is an expert system tool developed by the Software Technology Branch (STB), NASA/Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center [Giarratano, 2002].

There are three ways to represent knowledge in CLIPS:

- Rules, which are primarily intended for heuristic knowledge based on experience.
• **Deffunctions and generic functions**, which are primarily intended for procedural knowledge.
• **Object-oriented programming**, also primarily intended for procedural knowledge.

Software could be developed using only rules, only objects, or a mixture of objects and rules.

CLIPS has also been designed for full integration with other languages such as C and Ada. In fact, CLIPS is an acronym for C Language Integrated Production System. Rules and objects form an integrated system too since rules can pattern-match on facts and objects. In addition to being used as a stand-alone tool, CLIPS can be called from a procedural language, perform its function, and then return control back to the calling program. Likewise, procedural code can be defined as external functions and called from CLIPS.

2.2. **Rapid Application Development: Perl & Perl/Tk**

Perl is a general-purpose programming language originally developed for text manipulation and now used for a wide range of tasks including system administration, web development, network programming, GUI development, and more.

The language is intended to be practical (easy to use, efficient, complete) rather than beautiful (tiny, elegant, minimal). Its major features are that it's easy to use, supports both procedural and object-oriented (OO) programming, has powerful built-in support for text processing, and has one of the world's most impressive collections of third-party modules [Kirrily, 2003].

Perl/Tk (also known as pTk or ptk) is an interpreted scripting language for making widgets and programs with Graphical User Interfaces (GUI). (Examples of widget programs [not necessarily written in perl/Tk] include xterm, xclock, most web-browsers, etc.) [Laird, 2000].

3. **Prototype**

The prototype accumulates merits of such tools and platforms as: Protégé, CLIPS, and Perl/Tk (Figure 2). The advantage of Protégé ontology editor is that the result ontology could be saved in the format readable by CLIPS. So CLIPS inference engine can manage objects and relations of ontology classes and instances created in Protégé. User can work with CLIPS rules and ontology data via the graphical user interface (GUI) based on Perl/Tk module.
3.1. Example of the Test Ontology Development

This section describes the step by step creation of test ontology for automobile engine. Protégé editor [Protégé, 2000] was used.

There are some fundamental rules in ontology design methodology proposed by [Noy et al., 2001]. They can help to make design decisions in many cases.

- There is no one correct way to model a domain — there are always viable alternatives. The best solution almost always depends on the application that you have in mind and the extensions that you anticipate.
- Ontology development is necessarily an iterative process.
- Concepts in the ontology should be close to objects (physical or logical) and relationships in your domain of interest. These are most likely to be nouns (objects) or verbs (relationships) in sentences that describe your domain.

The ontology design methodology adapted from [Noy et al., 2001] consists of the following steps:
1. Determine the domain and scope of the ontology;
2. Formulate ontology competency questions;
3. The work with classes via an ontology editor:
   o Define the classes and the class hierarchy;
   o Define the properties of classes;
   o Create instances of classes.

The step “reusing existing ontologies” of the original methodology is skipped since author did not find any available ontology related to automobile engines.
The first step of methodology is very important for the prototype, since scope of ontology and competency questions are the basis (1) to understand what objects needed in the ontology and (2) to define what functions and rules should be implemented in inference engine.

### 3.2.1. **Step 1. Determine the Domain and Scope of the Ontology**

First we define ontology domain and scope. That is, answer several basic questions:
- **Q:** What is the domain that the ontology will cover?
  - **A:** It is an automobile engine: parts, properties, and models of engines.
- **Q:** For what we are going to use the ontology?
  - **A:** The main idea is to integrate the ontology with inference engine in order (1) to propagate changes via constraints, (2) to define problem domain requirements for ontology classes, (3) check a satisfaction of requirements.
- **Q:** Who will use and maintain the ontology?
  - **A:** They are engine designers and ontology engineers. Engine designers are ontology users. Ontology engineers maintain the ontology.

The answers to these questions may change during the ontology-design process, but at any given time they help limit the scope of the ontology model.

### 3.2.2. **Step 2. Formulate Ontology Competency Question**

One of the ways to determine the scope of the ontology is to sketch a list of questions that an ontology-based knowledge base should be able to answer, *competency questions*.

In the domain of automobile engine, the following are the possible competency questions:

1. Is it possible to change a value of some attributes without affecting any others? List possible components and constraints which bind these conflict components with changed attribute.
2. What parts form the component X? or What other components are bound with the component X (via some constraints)?
3. Does it perform all the requirements related to some model? What requirements are violated?
4*. What components (properties) need to be changed (to be affected) in the car model if the component X is changed in the way Y? (e.g. What attributes is changed in Toyota model if the engine 1GZFE is replaced by 5VZFE?).

Judging from this list of questions, the ontology will include the information on various engine models (and component) characteristics. It is need information about
compatibility of components. The constraints expressing value of one property via others are necessary.

During development of ontology with the help of Protégé, the several rules and functions (Table 1) were developed answering successfully to competency questions. These rules and functions were implemented by means of a tool for building expert systems [CLIPS, 2003].

Table 1: Rules answering to ontology competency questions (CQ)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CQ</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1, 2</td>
<td>List-Requirements-for-Component</td>
<td>List all requirements related to the Component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1, 2</td>
<td>List-Tied-Components</td>
<td>List all components related to the Component through requirements (indicate level of connectivity) (recursive function)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>print-parts</td>
<td>Print all parts formed the assembly model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>List-Model-Requirements</td>
<td>List all requirements related to assembly model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>test-req</td>
<td>Test satisfaction of the requirement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First column (CQ) in Table 1 shows the number of competency question solved by corresponding CLIPS’ function. Names and descriptions of implemented CLIPS functions (or messages, or rules) are presented in columns “Name”, and “Description”. The following name convention is used in CLIPS: message handlers — lowercase (e.g. test-req), function and rules — Title-Case (e.g. List-Tied-Components).

It should be mentioned that the first three competency questions can be answered with the help of the current version of prototype, but the prototype cannot answer yet for the forth question marked by the asterisk.

3.2.3. Step 3. The Work with Classes

Comments on data are usually much more helpful than on algorithms [Pike, 1989]. The most important classes (i.e. data here) designed in Protégé and used in CLIPS are Components and Requirements. The test ontology is designed to be used with an expert system, since it consists of data (class Components, parts of engine here) and functional constraints (class Requirements).

Class Component describes parts of an engine, e.g. cylinder block, distributor, timing belt, etc. Class Requirement describes design requirement imposed by designer or customer (property “requirement_poster” has value “designer” or “customer” and shows an importance of the requirement). Attributes “Component1”, “Component2” refer to Component objects bound by Requirement object (Figure 3).

There are two types of requirements: qualitative and computable. All information about qualitative requirement is stored in “description” attribute (e.g. “Cylinder block's dimensions affect on engine form.”). Computable (quantitative) requirements are described via “formulae” attribute. For example, the formulae “(<= Engine.weight...
130)’ in CLIPS’ syntax means that maximum allowed weight of engine is 130 kg (Figure 4). These computable requirements could be executed in CLIPS to check their satisfaction/violation. The question about automatic propagation of component changes via requirement is still open.

Figure 3: The class Requirement in the hierarchy of the test ontology “engine” in Protégé. The most important (for the expert system) attributes (“Component1”, “Component2”, and “formulae”) of the class Requirement are marked by arrows. They bound the class Requirement with Component one.
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Figure 4: The attributes of the instance “Rengine-weight-max” of the class Requirement are presented in the right pane. This is an example of computable Requirement with “formulae” attribute in CLIPS syntax

Integration of CLIPS language and Protégé visualization (Figure 4) allows to code different types of constraints used in the prototype:

- One-argument requirements: the quantitative constraint REngine-weight-max depends on one attribute weight of one component Engine, so the formula consists of only one variable Engine.weight:
  
  
  
  ((REngine-weight-max of Requirement
  
  (description "Maximum allowed weight of engine is 130 kg")
  
  (Component1 Engine)
  
  (attr1 "weight")
  
  (formulae "(<= Engine.weight 130)")
  
- Two-argument requirements: the qualitative constraint RCylinderBlock-Engine depends on two components Cylinder_Block and Engine. There is no any formula since this requirement is qualitative one:
  
  
  
  ((RCylinderBlock-Engine of Requirement
  
  (Component1 Cylinder_Block)
  
  (Component2 Engine)
  
  (description "Cylinder block's dimensions affect on engine form.")
  
- Complex requirement is a requirement depending on other requirement. These complex requirements allow to define relations between requirements (i.e. integrate requirements) and to define more than two arguments. For example, the requirement RCamshaft-Oil_Seal depends on the requirement ROilSeal-diameter:
  
  
  
  ((RCamshaft-Oil_Seal of Requirement
  
  (attr1 "diameter")
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(Component1 Camshaft)
(Component2 Oil_Seal)
(description "Diameter of camshaft and oil seal have to be equal.")
(formulae "(eq Camshaft.diameter Oil_Seal.diameter)")
(Requirement1 [ROilSeal-diameter])

3.2. Implementation of CLIPS Rules and Functions

The Figure 5 presents the listing of CLIPS’ function which search requirements related to component. This function traverses all instances of class Requirement with the help of simple cycle (line 05). If Requirement object “?req” is enabled (line 08) and one of two pointers Component1 or Component2 is equal to the sought component “?x” (lines 09-10) then the description of this requirement (line 14) and names of these components (lines 15-16) will be printed.

```clips
01 ;;* List all requirements related to Component X *
02 ;;* (x is a class, e.g. Engine, Wheel)           *
03 ;;*****************************************
04 (deffunction List-Requirements-for-Component (?x)
05    (do-for-all-instances
06         ((?req Requirement))
07         (if (and (eq ?req:enable TRUE)
08                  (or (eq ?req:Component1 ?x)
09                     (eq ?req:Component2 ?x)
10                  )
11             )
12             then
13             (printout t ?x " constraint: " ?req:description
14             " Component1:" ?req:Component1
15             " Component2:" ?req:Component2
16             crlf)
17         )
18      )
19  )
20 )
```

Figure 5: Listing of CLIPS’ function List-Requirements-for-Component

The result of this function is presented in the Figure 6. In first case the function found two constraints for the component “Engine”, and one constraint for the component “Wheel” in second case.
3.3. Graphical User Interface

3.4.1. Data Flow: Binding CLIPS and Perl Via CAPE

When CLIPS functions were written then the next task was to organize an access to these functions using Perl/Tk graphical interface. Since there is no direct access from CLIPS to Perl/Tk, the module CAPE was used.

CAPE system (written by Robert Inder [Inder, 1999]) binds Perl with CLIPS. During the prototype development, CAPE source code was modified to run CAPE under Win32 (originally CAPE works in UNIX) and to integrate Perl/Tk GUI with CAPE command line system. Since CAPE system is distributed under GPL license, all CAPE modifications are made available [CAPE_Tk, 2004].

Sockets and process pipes (for interprocess communication in Unix, Windows) helps to connect different parts (GUI and CLIPS) and different programming languages (Perl and C++) of the multithreaded application. The following definitions explain the sockets and pipes [Microsoft, 2003], [FOLDOC, 2005], [HTD, 2005], [Webopedia, 2005]:

- **Socket.** The Berkeley Unix mechanism (a software object) 1) for creating a virtual connection between processes, 2) for connecting an application with a network protocol. A program can send and receive TCP/IP messages by opening a socket and reading and writing data to and from the socket. This simplifies program development because the programmer need only worry about manipulating the socket and can rely on the operating system to actually transport messages across the network correctly. Note that a socket in this sense is completely soft — it's a software object, not a physical component. The socket has associated with it a socket address, consisting of a port number and the local host's network address.

![Figure 6: Log of interactive execution of function List-Requirements-for-Component in CLIPS environment](image)
• *Pipe*. One of Unix's buffers which can be written to by one asynchronous process and read by another, with the kernel suspending and waking up the sender and receiver according to how full the pipe is. A pipe connects two processes so one's output can be used as the other's input. A pipe is available in Windows too.

The part of the prototype written in Perl consists of two components: client (Perl/Tk GUI) and server (interaction between CLIPS and CAPE). Client and server are communicated via sockets and can be run on different computers, although they should know IP-addresses of each other. In its turn, client consists of two threads (communicated by pipes): (1) the thread responsible for GUI, and (2) the thread sending and getting messages from the server.

Every user request generates (from GUI) the following sequence of actions (Figure 7). ClientGUI sends the message (via pipe inside client) from client’s visual interface thread to clients’ communication thread (this interaction implemented in Perl code). Clients’ communication thread sends the message to CAPE server via socket (Perl code). CAPE sends the message to CLIPS (C++ code). Then CLIPS engine executes rules and function using loaded rules and the test ontology. It returns message to CAPE server (C++ code), to client via socket (Perl code), to client visual interface thread via pipe (Perl code). Client prints result to user and updates elements of GUI.

![Figure 7: User request processing: message passing from GUI to CLIPS engine](image)

### 3.4.2. GUI Design and Implementation
This section describes design and implementation of the GUI element “CLIPS_Frame1”. All elements of GUI presented in Figure 8.

![Prototype GUI](image)

**Figure 8. The prototype GUI**

The goal of the element “CLIPS_Frame1” is to provide an interface to CLIPS. The scheme of this element consists of three buttons (“Copy”, “Clear”, “Run”), the text field “CLIPS_entry” and the label “CLIPS request” (Figure 9). Indeed, user can write a request to CLIPS engine typing the text of request in the text field “CLIPS_entry” (e.g. the request “(my-clips-function)” in Figure 10). To start user request processing (Figure 7) user press the button “Run”. The result of CLIPS calculations are printed in the text area located below the label “CLIPS request” (Figure 8). This result could be copied to clipboard (button “Copy”) or erased from GUI (button “Clear”).

Figure 9 presents the scheme of GUI element using the following notation:
- Type of Tk widget is in square brackets, e.g. [Label], [Button];
- Name of widget control is marked by apostrophe, e.g. ‘CLIPS_entry’;
- CLIPS function is enclosed in brackets, e.g. (DoAndGetOutput);

![Diagram of GUI element “CLIPS_frame1”](image)

**Figure 9: Scheme of GUI component “CLIPS_frame1”**
Figure 10: Screenshot of GUI component “CLIPS_frame1”

The sequence of figures (Figure 7, Figure 9, Figure 10) presents the same GUI element from different points of view: the scheme of element, screenshot of implemented element, and the Perl/Tk code explaining the features of this element to Perl interpreter, respectively.

![Perl/Tk code of GUI component “CLIPS_frame1”](image)

Figure 11: Perl/Tk code of GUI component “CLIPS_frame1”

4. Concluding Remarks

This report describes the software prototype for the integration of ontology with expert system: requirements, the design, and the implementation.

The main achievements are the following: standalone application was developed. The following components of this application were designed and implemented: CLIPS’ rules and functions, and Perl/Tk visual interface. The test ontology describing automobile engine was developed (via Protégé ontology editor) and tested in the prototype.
The adapted ontology design methodology is proposed and used to create the test ontology. It consists of the following steps:

1. Determine the domain and scope of the ontology;
2. Formulate ontology competency questions;
3. The work with classes via an ontology editor:
   - Define the classes and the class hierarchy;
   - Define the properties of classes;
   - Create instances of classes.

The main idea is to integrate an ontology with an inference engine in order (1) to propagate changes via constraints, (2) to define problem domain requirements for ontology classes, (3) check a satisfaction of requirements.

This work shows the solution of the following important issue. On the one hand, designers needed in rich and simple interface in order to store, edit, integrate information (about automobile engines here). It was done with the help of the Protégé editor. On the other hand, expert system (with logic programming capabilities) is needed to describe complex requirements and various dependencies between objects (created by designers in an ontology editor) and to manipulate these objects. CLIPS (stable and fast expert system) proved in the prototype to be suitable for these purposes.

Several roles of users working with the prototype are defined. Their interactions with the system are presented with the help of UML diagrams. Another UML diagram (with the detail description of interprocess communication) helps to describe message passing from GUI to CLIPS engine. Different types of constraints with examples are presented and described in the report.
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